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Polk SDA-II Speakers

Item number: 5739934917
Email to a friend

Bidding has ended for this item.
List an item like this or buy a similar item below.

Visit Definitive Audio Engineering today!

Winning bid:

US $268.56
(Reserve met)

Ended:

Dec-29-04 20:40:51
PST

Start time:

Dec-22-04 20:40:51
PST

History:

8 bids (US $0.99
starting bid)

Seller information

Winning bidder:

Go to larger picture

Item location:

Salt Lake City
United States

Ships to:

Worldwide

Shipping costs

Check item
description and
payment
instructions or
contact seller for
details

Shipping, payment details and
return policy

Description

Polk SDA-II Speakers
A couple of
speakers from
designer

PayPal Buyer
Protection
Free Coverage now up
to
$1,000. See eligibility.

extra-ordinaire
Matthew Polk
and these are
out of his
flagship series
SDA an
anachronism
for Stereo
Dimensional
Array. You
have to hear
the incredible
sound stage
accomplished
by each
speaker box
canceling
unwanted
components
from the other
speaker box.
In order to
invoke this
cancellation
process a
special cable is
supplied and
connected
between the
two boxes.
This design is
protected
under U.S.
Patent
4.489.432. Not
only that the
sound stage is
so wonderfully
realistic but
the tonal
quality is
absolutely
awesome,
again
accomplished
by a superb
tweeter design
( as you
noticed one
was replaced
with a newer
version, that
looks slightly
different but
has the exact
same
characteristics
as the original)
and the
smaller
woofers with
superbly better

transient
response than
the large
woofers used
in inferior
designs. It is
therefore far
better to use a
multiple
smaller woofer
than a single
sluggish
woofer and....
these puppies
are back
loaded by a
passive
radiator for
dynamic back
loading. The
result is a very
smooth yet
very tight bass
and the type
of back loading
provides for
high efficiency.
With 20 or so
watts of
energy
obtained from
your power
amp you will
have the
neighbors
complaining.
My suggestion
at this point is
to not
hesitate, but
to immediately
put a fat bid
on these
glorious
acoustic
transducers.
For those of
you who are
into weight
lifting, each
weighs 62 lbs
and measures
16 X 11 3/4 X
39 1/4.
These
Specimen have
a minor
Reserve on
them!
Payment must

be received
within 10 days
of the end of
the auction
Shipping &
Handling to be
paid by
winning
bidder,
insurance
extra

Please look at
my other
items for sale!
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Questions from other buyers
Q: Hey, defraudeng. Awesome - superb - glorious - vomit.
A: Hi...and Merry Christmas to you!!

answered on: Dec-24-04

Q: Hi Do you have the SDA inter connect cable? thanks
A: Hi, Yes the cable is with the unit as well as two monster cables for connecting to your amplifier.

answered on: Dec-23-04

Q: It also looks like the woofer was replaced, is that also a polk?
A: Hi, The woofer was reconed.

answered on: Dec-23-04

Q: is the replacement tweeter a polk or something else?
A: It is a Polk!!!

answered on: Dec-22-04

Ask seller a question

Shipping, payment details and return policy
Services available
Check item description and payment instructions or contact seller for details.
Will ship to Worldwide.

Payment methods accepted
prefers PayPal.

Money order/Cashiers check
Learn about payment methods.
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